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ABSTRACT

Large scale ICT outsourcing allows enterprises to reduce ICT costs and procure their competitive advantage as it enables them to focus on core competences. Nonetheless, despite a recent outbreak of ICT adoption among companies; there is serious outsourcing-related concern in regards to data security, such as personal information leakages during IT outsourcing projects. Extant information security studies provide different frameworks to solve these security matters in outsourcing environment by stressing the need for application of information security vulnerability and willingness to comply with security systems analyses. However, several concerns arise as proposed measures only consider internal environment without considering partner or sub-supplier’s internal culture. Furthermore, in most cases research is limited to discussing network control and systems supplements using the perspective of technical issues only. Subsequently there is no consideration for the nature of ICT outsourcing security environment which varies depending on size of an organization and complexity of outsourcing stages. Thus this conceptual study proposes new theoretical framework for information security management that concerns characteristics of ICT outsourcing, considers perspective of sociomateriality and aims at strengthening security capabilities in accordance with outsourcing types and organization’s characteristics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As ICT outsourcing enables enterprises to reduce costs and focus on their core competences its adoption has been increasing. In 2014 demand for new projects utilizing cloud computing, big data and mobility in Korean domestic ICT outsourcing market was increased by 4.6% and expected to reach 29 trillion 9.616 billion won [1]. In the private sector relative utilization of ICT outsourcing for Korean commercial banks and property insurance reached 43.6% and 86% respectively. Nonetheless, great damage is caused by serious security incidents, such as information leakage from sub-supplier companies. Even though companies now become more aware of possible security issues, ICT outsourcing specialists still can’t find proper countermeasures for security issues and remain uncertain about the ways to consider security in ICT outsourcing.

According to [2] and [3] establishment and operation of information system through ICT outsourcing will come to 65%, which is quite lower if company utilizes internal resources (75%). Thus outsourcing environment appears to be more vulnerable in terms of security. In fact, analysis of recent information security incidents found that majority of them occurred in companies that utilize ICT outsourcing (Table 1) as a results of low security levels in outsourcing companies, increase of various security controls, inadequate equipment export and etc [4]. Nonetheless corporate security systems are built to mainly respond to outside attacks. According to [3], while companies invest into responding to outside attacks such as hacking, ICT outsourcing sub-supplier’s security infrastructure has been analyzed to be very insufficient. Also there are difficulties in conducting physical formal inspection controls due to the lack of employees’ awareness in sub-supplier companies. In addition, such systematic and physical administrative environment appears to be weak. In order to effectively respond to these vulnerabilities firm’s internal security systems
should be structured differently. Thus establishment of guidelines becomes necessary for systematic security management, as it is crucial to consider both cultural characteristics and outsourcing environment in regards to development and operation processes.

Although recent studies on compliance with security systems have made some progress, they considered enterprise environment and security system’s development. At the same time research on security levels improvement in ICT outsourcing according to organizational factors in outsourcing environment yet been conducted. Unlike company’s internal information security, information security is conducted through physical, technical and managerial controls. However, in the case of ICT outsourcing environment, information security control is difficult to perform within a single place. Thus characteristics of outsourcing and information security from the environmental perspective should be recognized differently. Also, design of countermeasures and enterprise security systems should be conducted differently as well. Considering that, we propose new theoretical framework for information security management that considers ICT outsourcing characteristics and aims to enhance security capabilities according to outsourcing types and organizational characteristics. Consequently, as our research framework is suitable for the concrete and practical outsourcing environment, its results, through further theoretical verifications, can be potentially applied in production and operation processes.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Information security is a safeguard of information and its critical characteristics [5]. It comprises activities, processes and controls of defending data, information and their infrastructure [6] from possible threats, their recognition and further execution of countermeasures [7]. Confidentiality, integrity and availability are core characteristics of information security. These characteristics safeguard information from security risks, prevent security incidents, ensure business continuity and minimize business damages [8].

Research on information security went through several development stages of technical, management and institutional waves [9]. After 2006, fourth wave in development of information security was introduced and regarded as “Security Governance” that put emphasis on management responsibilities and value creation through security [10]. From the organizational perspective, security management in Security Governance becomes important, and therefore enables achievement of more effective and efficient security since it deals with security at the governance-level through administrative security [11]. With such motion of physical, management and technical security systems development, another important flow in information security research can be observed. It concerns organizational features for improvement of employees’ compliant behavior and willingness toward security systems. Such studies include perception-belief-preference-intention-behavior-based research that includes various theories [12-19] and were actively referenced by numerous researches. These studies discuss strategic approach for threats issues caused by ignorance, mistakes and deliberate behavior that becomes very useful. Nonetheless, in such studies by substituting variables in each theory, researchers identify influential factors that affect willingness to comply with security policies and end with suggestions for piecemeal measures (e.g. reward and punishment system, etc). Though same theory applies to the

Table 1: Security incidents in the ICT outsourcing environments (Kim et al.: [4])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date&amp; Organiza</th>
<th>Operation Method</th>
<th>Information Leakage (due to)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(10.9) College</td>
<td>Entire system administration by sub-supplier</td>
<td>Installation of server hacking program by staff of sub-supplier’s server maintenance department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11.3) Capital</td>
<td>Security administration by sub-supplier</td>
<td>Access to important system by exploiting information of deleted USA Retirement Accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11.4) Bank</td>
<td>Server management by sub-supplier</td>
<td>Computer network hacking through laptop of sub-supplier’s employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11.9) Institution</td>
<td>E-passport issuing equipment system operation by external enterprise</td>
<td>Weekly transfer of personal information during period of identification of components to be replaced for passport issuing equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11.9) District office</td>
<td>Computerized operations of District’s certified family data managed by external enterprise</td>
<td>Loss of removable hard drive with residential information during computerization of certified family documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(12.12) Company</td>
<td>Storage of client’s information in sub-supplier’s server management</td>
<td>Client’s information distribution by employees of external sub-supplier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(13.12) Bank</td>
<td>Management of client’s information by sub-supplier</td>
<td>Use of removable storage device and document output by employees of external sub-supplier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
same influential factor, different results are obtained [20], [21], or influence of security policies in security compliance appears to be lower [22]. Such results are not influential and arouse suspicion, as well as they were judged to be difficult to apply in ICT outsourcing environment. Thus in this research we derive new antecedents and regulation/control variables that reflect ICT outsourcing environment in general information security framework considering past organizational and cultural characteristics.

Unlike information security, in ICT outsourcing research technological capabilities, organizational and management competences of sub-suppliers are presented through their IT capabilities [23], and for order companies-work experience, technical skills, financial resources, self-development [24], customer management skills [25] and etc. are offered through their IT capabilities as well. In addition, a recent study of [26] that regards competencies’ complementarity of sub-suppliers and order companies was considered to be important to success of ICT outsourcing. Applying these capabilities to information security in ICT outsourcing environment, interaction of sub-suppliers, and order companies organizational information security might be influential in ICT outsourcing information security. In addition, in ICT outsourcing research stream important project types are treated as control variables. These variables are generally divided into IT consulting service, application development, application management, network installation and maintenance, data center operation an etc. and their analysis is conducted differently. Research on strategic relation development with partner companies in SI industry [27] determined that more than 80% of the ICT outsourcing project development work accounted for outsourcing partner companies and presented success elements of strategic partnership in accordance with Partnership Theory. By considering most important joint goals of long-term partnership as influential factors and analyzing threats of mutual goals conflicts, one long-term partnership was suggested to be applicable to information security issues.

Moreover, comparing to the discussed literature in the prior section; theoretical foundation of information security in the ICT outsourcing environment is far weaker, as most studies are practice-based, and theoretically supported research yet been conducted. In his research, [28] investigated outsourcing security levels through survey, analyzed security threats factors and conclusively presented a plan for improvement of security control levels in management, technical and physical domains. Nonetheless development of a system considering outsourcing environment from the security level direction through general government guide and enterprise security instructions seems to be difficult; as survey results didn’t lead to security systems development. In the research on ICT outsourcing risk factors [29] presented very important information security threat risk factors in ICT outsourcing projects that are unauthorized modifications and access of information, its distraction, exploitation and leakage, ICT failure and system’s error by surveying security officers and experts. Although risk factors were prioritized by experts, exclusive concentration on identified priority problems and inadequate concentration on possible vulnerabilities can lead to greater risks. Furthermore, in research on IT outsourcing companies’ information security management conducted by [30] information security SLA was presented through analysis of information security management system BS 7799 and examination of its application examined by enterprises. Nonetheless, there are still limitations as vulnerabilities of project processes and various organizational characteristics were not taken into account.

3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR INFORMATION SECURITY MANAGEMENT IN ICT OUTSOURCING

3.1 The Pattern of Security Incidents in the ICT Outsourcing Environment

Particularly in public and financial institutions ICT outsourcing is actively used, however information security incidents occur frequently. As a result, companies recognize the importance of security and seek security control measures. Nonetheless awareness of security importance in the ICT outsourcing environment that involves external employees and internal systems is still inadequate. In addition to security incidents discussed in Table 1, security incidents that do not have external exposure have been estimated to be much more abundant considering the decline in corporate foreign trust and recognition. Security incidents that are commonly found can be seen with the following patterns:

- Pattern 1 – Information leakage due to upload of project artifacts to web by employees of sub-supplier;
Pattern 2 – Internet sharing of project artifacts and corporate information through P2P by employees of sub-supplier;

Pattern 3 – Information leakage after saving project artifacts of public institution’s projects in the external storage device by employees of sub-supplier;

Pattern 4 – Information leakage due to sub-supplier employees’ awareness of how to access customer system and connect with customers’ agents.

Although many organizations and agencies identified these patterns and researched various ways for enhancing information security, in most cases they cease at complementing system from the technical problem perspective and need for network control [31], [32], [33]. Thus, there are limitations in the ICT outsourcing environment, as it is very versatile due to size of organization and piecemeal complexity of outsourcing.

3.2 ICT Outsourcing Characteristics from the Information Security Perspective

Companies should recognize problems concerning various stakeholders that participate in ICT outsourcing and acknowledge that security incidents can be controlled and solved only within an enterprise. In general ICT outsourcing structure (Figure 1), when contract is made between order and sub-supplier companies, sub-supplier has a role of project manager and partner sub-supplier companies participate in outsourcing project together. Order company establishes Protection Level Agreement (PLA) with sub-supplier accordingly with security requirements and then sub-supplier with its partners define PLA again in individual manner.

Such ICT outsourcing environment is faced with many difficulties. In the cases when ICT service companies are subcontracted to other partner companies there are many difficulties because client’s information security requirements have to be adjusted and fulfilled. Because of these subcontracting characteristics in ICT outsourcing (in SI industry), cases when access to internal information is permitted have been occurring frequently due to the improper system controls. Although conglomerates owning SI companies leave computer network management to subsidiary companies, these companies with 2 or 3 sub-suppliers trust computer network management and security to commercial companies. Thus information security characteristics of ICT outsourcing were determined as follows:

- Difficulties in ICT outsourcing due to security process adjustment and fulfillment as a result of collaborative work with various stakeholders
- Determinants of organizational security levels through interaction with information security in ICT outsourcing environment
- Need to access, examine and analyze necessary tasks of ICT outsourcing used in developing of company-wide systems due to security incidents
- Need for administrative powerful information security management in line with promotion plan and control, due to difficulties in centralized decision-making, as a result of various organizational configurations in outsourcing projects.

3.3 ICT Outsourcing Types from the Information Security Perspective

Integrated services in ICT outsourcing projects allows to build information systems in order to achieve company business goals by combining a number of factors related to the ICT [26]. ICT outsourcing types are very diverse in their complexity and scale regarding time spent for conducting outsourcing. In the case of full outsourcing there are risks of important internal corporate information leakage during project progress. Generally ICT outsourcing is divided into 4 broad types of IT consulting, IT system development and deployment, selective outsourcing and IT solution. Alternatively, by analyzing most frequently used outsourcing strategies in accordance with number of sub-suppliers (NSS), outsourcing periods(OP), relationship types(RT) and outsourcing extent(OE), [34] proposed 5 types(T) of outsourcing strategies divided according to strategic management perspective(SMP), economical perspective(EP), and social perspective(SP) (Table2).
Looking at proposed IT project types from information security perspective, structure of outsourcing type from social perspective enables effectiveness maximization of information security. This type of outsourcing structure is developed accordingly to time spent on information security process between sub-supplier companies and order suppliers. In case of outsourcing combining total outsourcing and partnership relations, both organizations seek for overall process improvement. Particularly in partnerships; information security levels can be significantly improved by long-term planning availability through mutual trust. In the case of single order contracts without sub-supplying, it becomes easy to establish strong bond between two organizations. Nonetheless, there is a possibility to take advantage from expertise of each company if order companies work in collaboration with various partners, information security structure can still be weak regardless of possible benefits from such collaborative work.

3.4 Piecemeal Information Security Requirements of ICT Outsourcing

As Table 3 shows vulnerabilities of corporate information leakages may differ depending on stages of ICT outsourcing security management process. Therefore the purpose of this study is to investigate how information security requirements vary in their outsourcing stages. In addition, these information security requirements are being further reanalyzed in accordance with 3 principles of confidentiality, integrity and availability. Thus, this study aims at developing security strategy by discussing in details each outsourcing process and defining distinct security levels, as it is described in the Table 4.

3.5 Framework Implementation Using Sociomateriality Theory

Even though various vulnerabilities and risk factors are found in outsourcing types and process stages, in most organizations they are generated by people. As employees deal with security-related tasks frequently, their perception of information security is built upon individual organizational and technological factors [35].

Table 3: Information Security Vulnerabilities from Each Stage of Outsourcing Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Stage</th>
<th>Development &amp; Establishment &amp; Supplement</th>
<th>Operation &amp; Disability Response</th>
<th>Contract Termination &amp; Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main Task</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Flow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development &amp; trial operation</td>
<td>Information generation and usage (examination, editing, transferring and etc.)</td>
<td>Information usage and supply (examination, editing, transferring and etc.)</td>
<td>Usage and internalization; Discussion of future upgrades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of grading management for generated information; Threat of inappropriate system access; Uncertainty of security manager; Uncertainty in development zone’s control unit; Unauthorized group access to virus equipment; Information leakage through RFI/RFP transfer</td>
<td>Lack of control in information access; Grant of unnecessary permission; Lack of regulations and guidelines for internal information leakage prevention; Lack of recognition of importance of internal information; Uncertainty in installation of security devices; Information leakage through PC’s internet connection development</td>
<td>Information access control; Uncertain security awareness about main security issues; Spread of security incidents due to system manager’s unawareness of first response countermeasures</td>
<td>Illegal usage by reclaiming and not destructing gathered information in the previous stage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Information Threat Levels in Each Stage of Outsourcing Process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Stage</th>
<th>Confidentiality</th>
<th>Integrity</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishment &amp; Supplement</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation &amp; Disability Response</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract Termination &amp; Change</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
therefore no matter how well security systems are developed from the technical, physical and management perspectives, if corporate culture guarding it is not supported, security system is subject to failure. Thus, in order to solve problem of failed system adoption in organization, [36], [37] proposed Sociomateriality Theory (Figure 2).

According to this theory, because materials availability is the main focus in designing information system there are difficulties in its adoption or actual use. No matter how good the information system is, if it’s not actually used by the end-user, it becomes impossible to maintain information system only with materials. In other words, Sociomateriality Theory emphasizes that in addition to conventional technical approach, it is necessary to consider social perspective. Similarly, according to [38] Social Constructivism Theory even though managers with technical knowledge and professional engineers that develop a system emphasize technical elements, depending on system’s maturity, managers and organizational structure of employees can maintain and extend information system. Thus social factors become more important than factors of technical materiality, such as listening to employees instead of just commanding them.

It is common for organization management people responsible for security [39], as it can contribute to evoking employees’ negative emotions [40]. According to [41] employees that receive proper treatment from organization or it representatives contribute to establishment of high-quality exchange within organization as a result of employees’ positive and beneficial reciprocity. Thus, Sociomateriality Theory contributes to operation of entire system in interactions between social and organizational characteristics of an enterprise and technical factors aimed at investigating failures and problems of the system that emphasizes technology. If any characteristics of configuration factors, such as organizational structure, technical elements, organizational work, people and etc are changed, other internal system’s factors should be changed too.

According to Sociomateriality Theory, in company’s information security rather than focusing on management, technological and physical information security systems altogether, understanding of cultural characteristics and structures of organization that determines people’s security behavior should be approached as it can increase effectiveness of information security. Depending on the project’s nature, scope of information control will differ; through social integrated perspective of such information security in ICT outsourcing, which varies in depth of information security control depending on organizational and structural characteristics of sub-supplier and order company, complementary information security activation between each element in information security system becomes very important. Figure 3 shows integrated information security management framework applying Sociomateriality Theory aimed at improving information security in the ICT outsourcing environment. Thus, this study emphasizes project characteristics for improving information security levels in ICT outsourcing environment, cultural factors of sub-supplier and order companies, and physical and technical security form mutual relationship as it affects company’s security outcomes.

According to [42], organizational culture is a comprehensive basic premise and belief, or basic assumptions and values shared by members of organization. Organizational and cultural differences in public and private organizations have been consistently studied in Public Administration Theory [43]. For instance, according to [44] there are powerful bureaucratic tendencies in public organizations, as well as strong obedience to superiors that is different to employees in private
In regard to an organizational structure and size, a notable study of [46] proposed two types of organizational internal forms of single type-U-form and multi type-M type influential to organizations efficiency and performance. In the case of U-form that is suitable for small businesses, although representatives of each department might be effectively controlled due to the relatively small structure. As organization is expanding, drawbacks emerge due to difficulties in effective information exchange. M-form is effectively used in relatively large enterprises in which functional departments autonomously conduct work and decision-making. From then on, various types of organizational structures were proposed: in the form of Holding Company (H-form) each department has strong autonomy and makes major decisions by themselves. In Transitional Multi Divisions (M-form) form there are ongoing communication and relations between parent companies and departments. Corrupted Multi Divisional form, which is similar to M-form, is very influential in parent companies. Finally, X-form combines various organizational structures. According to [46] organizational structure is determined through direction seeking purpose of existence and organization’s characteristics. In such organizational structure norms beliefs and values of organization’s members about information security controls might vary greatly. Thus in this research, based on the research of [44] on cultural characteristics of public and private organizations and theory of Organizational Structure by [46] we develop a security management theoretical framework that considers characteristics of each organization’ type (Table 5).

Table 5: Definition and Characteristics of the Organizational Types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Org Type</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U-Pr</td>
<td>Individual efforts and achievements are emphasized; Level of members’ self-control is high; Low bureaucratic tendencies; Better compliance with regulations and legal procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Pr</td>
<td>High self control; Compliance with organization’s practices and regulations is low; High bureaucratic and hierarchical tendencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U-Pu</td>
<td>Relatively strong passive attitudes toward organizational practices; Relatively low compliance with regulations and legal procedures; Bureaucratic tendencies are relatively high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Pu</td>
<td>Level of compliance with regulations and legal procedures is high; Bureaucratic and hierarchical tendencies are very high; Strong resistance to change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6 Theoretical Framework for Information Security Management Considering Organizational Culture and Outsourcing Characteristics

In this research complementary information security competence development of sub-suppliers and order companies is the most important factor for recognition of substantial security effect in outsourcing environment. Based on the Sociomateriality Theory, in order to develop complementary information security competence, organization’s cultural security recognition/atmosphere and technical and physical security capabilities of sub-supplier and order company are seen as preemptive elements. Joint goal setting [47] is a degree of agreement between partners. How well partner’s intentions are understood is deeply connected to joint goal setting [48]. According to this, establishing clear objectives becomes important for effective security control. In this research security competences of sub-supplier and order companies can act as complementarities by setting clear joint security objectives. Cultural fusion [49] stands for the degree of effort for sharing values, norms and beliefs between partners. To increase security levels sharing security atmosphere, values and behaviors of between ordering companies and sub-suppliers is imperative.

This study assumes that such fusion effort and understanding will have positive effect on enhancement of complementary security capabilities. When developing security systems of
sub-supplier’s and order companies with complementary capabilities it is important to prioritize trust that can be defined as transactional confidence in partner’s integrity and reliability [50]. Here trust is seen as expectations and beliefs sharing risks and benefits of all members in the transaction. In recent years many factors were addressed as important in research about partnerships or outsourcing service providers and beneficiaries [51], [52], [53]. Especially trust in IT sub-supplier has more necessary elements in dependent relationships, and there is also lack of control and management roles in systems of order companies that are similar to outsourcing system development [54]. According to [55] trust in the ICT outsourcing environment can be traced by outcomes that are influential in significant project’s achievements and knowledge transfer between order companies and service providers. Even though security systems of sub-supplier’s and order companies are well developed, in order to connect with complementarities capabilities on information security trust plays an important role in sharing capabilities security awareness between both companies. More than anything, establishing connection with security effects that recognize such complementary security capabilities is important, and seems to appear differently depending on the outsourcing types and cultural characteristics of each organizational type. For more coherent comprehension, Figure 4 illustrates proposed theoretical framework of information security in the ICT outsourcing environment.

Our research also has practical implications that can be used to achieve successful information security management in the ICT outsourcing environment. We designed theoretical framework of security capability reinforcement on the organizational level that controls for outsourcing strategy types and organizational and cultural characteristics. Thus our research establishes information security countermeasures from research outcomes in ICT outsourcing project, which can be used as practical guidelines. In addition, order and sub-supplier companies can achieve mutual understanding of values, norms and beliefs and establish clear objectives between each other through formal and informal meetings [56]. This will help to achieve joint security goals and contribute to the strong fusion efforts between both parties. By exercising such meetings on the frequent bases will not only enable managers of sub-supplier and order companies to transfer important information, but also contribute to establishing control mechanism in outsourcing projects which will strengthen trust between both parties, as they will be able to achieve understanding of each other’s intentions. Furthermore, drawing upon the theory of Sociomateriality, we emphasize the importance of designing “people-oriented” corporate culture. In other words an environment that does not just exercise a technical approach in information security management but also considers social factors. This can be done by avoiding commanding style in communication with employees, listening to them and addressing in the polite and carrying manner. Exercising such practices contribute to establishing employee-oriented environment and don’t evoke employees’ negative emotions [39], [40], which as a result can help to achieve proper
compliance to security measures as employees will be more willing to cooperate with the management in such friendly and empowering environment.

At last, considering novel propositions of our research, with future empirical examinations it results can be applied for successful information security management in the concrete and practical outsourcing environment. Recently some companies started making efforts towards analyzing and improving information security vulnerabilities in the outsourcing environment, by redesigning their security system for all outsourcing projects. However characteristics of outsourcing environment, process stages and at all were not reflected as redefined security system in its existing physical and management control couldn’t progress, as customers concerns didn’t decrease and security incidents in outsourcing partner companies didn’t stop. Thus, if security solutions that passed theoretical verification emerged with our future research they can be widely used by production and operation companies.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This research analyzes patterns through case studies of information security in outsourcing, and technical/physical/management vulnerabilities specialized for ICT outsourcing environment that are different with existing general information security research. In particular we present detailed security management plan for outsourcing environment by diagnosing information risk levels accordingly to information flow of each process stage of outsourcing projects. In addition, our plan analyzes each type of information security structure by examining outsourcing types from the strategic, economic and social perspectives. Furthermore, with our proposed novel theoretical framework, even in its conceptual state, existing research can be extended by considering information security management from a new perspective and establish information security countermeasures from research outcomes in ICT outsourcing project, which can be used as practical guidelines. With prospective research aspirations, future empirical examinations might result in the novel contributions for the practical ICT outsourcing environment considering that our research was already able to extend extant domain by synthesizing new perspectives in the proposed theoretical framework.
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